We show the feasibility of imaging objects having different optical scattering coefficients relative to the surrounding scattering medium using ultrasound-modulated optical tomography (UOT). While the spatial resolution depends on ultrasound parameters, the image contrast depends on the difference in scattering coefficient between the object and the surrounding medium. Experimental measurements obtained with a CCDbased speckle contrast detection scheme are in agreement with Monte Carlo simulations and analytical calculations. This study complements previous UOT experiments that demonstrated optical absorption contrast.
Optical absorption and scattering of visible and nearinfrared light in soft biological tissue are related to tissue biochemical composition and morphology. Thus, optical imaging modalities are capable of providing structural, functional, and molecular information about the tissue [1] [2] [3] [4] . Variations in the scattering coefficient can provide information about neuronal activity [2, 5] and diseased tissue [6] . However, it remains a challenge to provide optical scattering contrast in deep tissue (beyond the ballistic regime) with high spatial resolution. Diffuse optical tomography (DOT) can quantify the spatial distribution of optical absorption and scattering coefficients in tissue but suffers from poor spatial resolution [2, 7, 8] . Photoacoustic tomography (PAT) and ultrasound-modulated optical tomography (UOT) are ultrasound-mediated imaging modalities that provide high optical contrast and high ultrasonic resolution [9] . PAT, however, is mostly sensitive to light absorption. Therefore, there is a need to explore the feasibility of UOT for imaging optical scattering contrast in deep tissue.
In UOT, a focused ultrasound wave encodes photons passing through the ultrasonic beam. The ultrasound-modulated (encoded) light is measured using a variety of detection schemes [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The intensity of ultrasound-modulated light is related to the local optical properties of the tissue where ultrasound interacts with light [15] [16] [17] .
In this Letter, for the first time to our knowledge, we demonstrate the capability of UOT to image objects having various optical scattering coefficents (including nearly transparent objects) buried in an optically strong scattering background medium. We first experimentally acquire one-dimensional (1D) images of absorbing and scattering objects. We then compare the experimental data with Monte Carlo (MC) and analytical calculations. Finally, we experimentally acquire a two-dimensional (2D) image of optically scattering objects.
We use the speckle contrast detection technique in combination with intense acoustic bursts and transmission geometry to obtain UOT images with a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [18, 19] . As shown in Fig.  1 , a focused ultrasound transducer (Ultran, VHP100-1-138; 1 MHz central frequency, 25.4 mm lens diameter, 38 mm focal length, 2 mm focal zone width, and 20 mm focal zone length) insonifies the tissue phantom (scattering medium) through water along the Z axis (ultrasonic axis). The laser (Coherent, Verdi; 532 nm) delivers light to the sample during the propagation of ultrasonic burst in the medium with an average intensity of 12 mW/ cm 2 , which is within the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) safety limits [9] . The optical axis is chosen as the X axis, whose origin coincides with the point of incidence of the laser beam on the scattering slab. A function generator (Agilent, 33250A) synthesizes 2 ms bursts of 1 MHz sinusoidal signals that are subsequently amplified by an rf amplifier (ENI, Inc., 325LA) to drive the ultrasound transducer. The ultrasound peak pressure measured with a needle hydrophone at the focus is 1.5 MPa. This pressure translates into a mechanical index of 1.5 and is within the safety limits [9] . The burst initiation pulse triggers a pulse-delay generator (Stanford Research, DG535) to produce two CCD (Basler, A312f; 12-bit, 640ϫ 480 pixels) trigger pulses per second, separated by 500 ms. In response to the first trigger pulse, the CCD camera captures one ultrasound burstsynchronized laser speckle image. In response to the second trigger pulse, the CCD camera captures another speckle image without ultrasound burst. The exposure time of the CCD camera is set to 2 ms. The speckle contrast change (SCC) between these two speckle images is approximately proportional to the intensity of the ultrasound-modulated light [12, 18] . At each position of the ultrasonic transducer, six measurements of SCC are averaged. By scanning the ultrasonic beam across the scattering medium, we form an SCC image of optical inhomogeneities inside the medium at ultrasonic resolution.
The background tissue phantoms and buried objects are made from gelatin, water, and Intralipid (20% Liposyn II, Intravenous Fat Emulsion Hospira, Inc.). The tissue phantom is an optically scattering slab 10 cm wide in the Y (ultrasound scanning axis) and Z directions and 2 cm thick in the X direction. The optical reduced scattering and absorption coefficients of the scattering slab (background medium) are s Ј=10 cm −1 and a = 0.1 cm −1 , respectively. Five different optical scattering objects are prepared with approximate dimensions of 2, 2, and 20 mm in the X, Y, and Z directions, respectively. The reduced scattering coefficients s Ј of the five objects are 30, 18, 10, 5, and 0.5 cm −1 (nearly transparent object). The optical absorption coefficient of all scattering objects is the same as that of the background medium ͑ a = 0.1 cm −1 ͒. By adding Trypan Blue dye to the Intralipid-gelatin solution, we prepare highly absorbing objects ͑ a = 100 cm −1 ͒ with the same dimensions as the scattering objects. The optical properties are measured by an oblique incidence reflectometer at 532 nm wavelength [20] . Several tissue phantoms are prepared by embedding different scattering objects and absorbing objects inside the scattering slab at a depth of X = 1 cm.
Figure 2(a) shows two experimental 1D images [one SCC image and one total optical intensity (DC) image that is averaged over all CCD pixels during the time when ultrasound is off] of one absorbing object and one nearly transparent object separated by 22 mm along the Y axis. The local decrease in SCC (45%) when the ultrasound is focused on the absorbing object represents the decrease in detected modulated optical intensity due to strong absorption of light by the object. In contrast, when ultrasound is focused on the transparent object, the SCC increases significantly (5%). Since the transparent object and the background have the same a , this increase in SCC can be attributed to the lower s Ј of the transparent object than that of the background. Figure  2(b) shows an experimental 1D SCC image and a DC image of two scattering objects, whose reduced scattering coefficients ( s Ј=18 cm −1 and s Ј=30 cm −1 ) are greater than that of the background ͑ s Ј=10 cm −1 ͒. The two objects are separated by 22 mm along the Y axis. The SCC decreases by ϳ8% and ϳ15%, respectively, when the ultrasound is focused on each scattering object. In both Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) , the SCC images are more sensitive to optical heterogeneity than the DC images and provide better spatial resolution and higher contrast. MC simulations and the experiments share the same physical parameters for the ultrasound, the light source, the background medium, and the buried objects. The MC algorithm can model the power spectral density of ultrasound-modulated multiply scattered light when a focused ultrasound field is present in a heterogeneous optically scattering medium [21] .
Using the MC algorithm, we obtain the modulation depth ͓M͑ s Ј͔͒ at each detector position for the five different optically scattering objects, where M͑ s Ј͒ is the ratio of the modulated to the unmodulated light intensities. In all simulations, the focus of the ultrasound is placed at the center of the scattering object. The relative change in modulation depth for an object tical index of refraction, (2) modulated displacement of optical scatterers, and (3) anticorrelation between the two mechanisms of modulation (C nd,s is negative); s represents the average path length s within the ultrasound field [12, 17, 18] . As s Ј increases while s is held approximately constant at 2.5 mm (focal beam width), C d,s and −C nd,s increase approximately linearly with the number of scattering events, and C n,s initially decreases due to smaller interaction lengths (optical free paths) and then increases due to strong correlations between ultrasound induced optical phase increments along different free paths. However, the change of −C nd,s dominates that of C n,s + C d,s . As a result, the sum C n,s + C d,s + C nd,s and hence SCC decreases. Figure 4 (a) shows 2D imaging of two optically scattering objects that have s Ј=30 cm −1 and approximate dimensions of 2, 2, and 20 mm in the X, Y, and Z directions, respectively. The objects are separated by 10 mm along the Y axis and embedded in the x = 1 cm plane inside the 2 cm thick scattering slab. Figure 4 (b) presents a 2D image based on the normalized SCC in shades of gray. A negative SCC of 15% is measured at the centers of both objects. The results from both Figs. 2 and 4 show that the lateral spatial resolution, defined as the one-way distance between the 25% and 75% points of the SCC, is ϳ2 mm for all scattering and absorbing objects, which is comparable with the ultrasonic beam waist.
In summary, this study demonstrates the potential of UOT to image both optical scattering and absorption properties of soft biological tissue. Our results show that the image contrast depends on the reduced scattering coefficients of optically scattering objects, whereas the resolution is determined by the ultrasound parameters. Our results also show that ultrasound-modulated light is more sensitive to scattering objects than nonmodulated transmitted light. 
